Abstract. In this paper we study the model of Time Petri Nets (TPNs) where a time interval is associated with the firing of a transition, but we extend it by considering general intervals rather than closed ones. A key feature of timed models is the memory policy, i.e. which timing informations are kept when a transition is fired. The original model selects an intermediate semantics where the transitions disabled after consuming the tokens, as well as the firing transition, are reinitialised. However this semantics is not appropriate for some applications. So we consider here two alternative semantics: the atomic and the persistent atomic ones. First we present relevant patterns of discrete event systems which show the interest of these semantics. Then we compare the expressiveness of the three semantics w.r.t. the weak time bisimilarity establishing inclusion results in the general case. Furthermore we show that some inclusions are strict with unrestricted intervals even when nets are bounded. Then we focus on bounded TPNs with upper-closed intervals and we prove that the semantics are equivalent. Finally taking into account both the practical and the theoretical issues, we conclude that persistent atomic semantics should be preferred.
Introduction
Since their introduction, Petri nets have been successfully applied for the design and analysis of discrete event systems. However with the development of critical systems, time has become a significant issue for their correctness. So numerous timed extensions have been proposed for Petri nets. These extensions can be roughly divided into three categories w.r.t. their application field:
-Timed Petri nets [17] include a duration associated with each transition in order to model for instance scheduling policies in production management; -Stochastic Petri nets [2] include a probability distribution associated with each transition in order to evaluate the transient or steady-state behaviour of a system where duration of actions are obtained by statistical observations;
-Time Petri nets [15] include a time interval associated with each transition (specifying the possible time elapsing before firing) in order to model systems which may evolve in a non deterministic way.
The latter model has a lot of alternatives: for instance time constraints may be associated to places [12] or to arcs [1, 9] , timed synchronisations may be added [10] , etc. Here we stick to the original model for which significant theoretical developments [5, 16, 13, 7] have been obtained leading to efficient verification tools on models of large systems [6, 11] . Moreover when bounded this model can translated into timed automata [8] which are also extensively studied with successful applications [3] .
More precisely we consider a slight extension of TPNs where any kind of time interval can be associated with the firing of a transition instead of the closed ones in the original definition. Our work focus on the impact of the memory policy on the expressiveness of the model. The memory policy specifies which timing informations are kept when a transition is fired. The original model selects an intermediate semantics meaning that the transitions disabled after consuming the tokens, and the firing transition, are reinitialised. Here we propose two alternative semantics: the atomic and the persistent atomic ones. We first present significant examples where these semantics are more appropriate than the original one. Then we compare the expressiveness of the three semantics w.r.t. the weak time bisimilarity which is the standard equivalence relation used for such comparisons. First we establish inclusion results in the general case. Furthermore we show that some inclusions are strict with unrestricted intervals even when nets are bounded. The key point of the previous result is the presence of non upper-closed intervals. Then we focus on bounded TPNs with upper-closed intervals and we establish that the semantics are equivalent. All our translations are optimal since the size of the produced net is linear w.r.t. the size of the emulated net.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces the syntax and semantics of TPNs, timed transition systems and timed bisimilarity. Section 3 is devoted to the comparison between the different semantics for TPNs with general intervals both in the bounded and the unbounded case. In section 4, we prove that the three semantics are equivalent for bounded TPNs with upper-closed intervals. Finally we conclude in section 5.
Time Petri Nets
Notations. Let Σ be a finite set (or alphabet). Σ * denotes the set of finite words on Σ. If w = a 1 · · · a n , the length of w denoted |w|, is n. We also use Σ ε = Σ ∪ {ε} with ε ∈ Σ, where ε is the empty word. B
A stands for the set of mappings from A to B. If A is finite and |A| = n, an element of B A is also a vector in B n . The usual operators +, −, < and = are used on vectors of A n with A = N, Q, R and are the point-wise extensions of their counterparts in A. The set B denotes the boolean values {tt, ff} and R ≥0 denotes the set of non negative reals. A valuation ν over a set of variables X is an element of R and d ∈ R ≥0 , ν + d denotes the valuation defined by (ν + d)(x) = ν(x) + d. 0 denotes the valuation s.t. ∀x ∈ X, ν(x) = 0.
An interval I is a Q ≥0 -interval of R ≥0 iff its left endpoint belongs to Q ≥0 and its right endpoint belongs to Q ≥0 ∪ {∞}. We let I ↓ = {x | ∃y ∈ I ∧ y ≥ x} be the downward closure of I. We denote by I(Q ≥0 ) the set of Q ≥0 -intervals of R ≥0 .
Timed Transition Systems (TTS) and weak time bisimulation
Timed transition systems describe systems which combine discrete and continuous evolutions. We present here a standard version.
Definition 1 (Timed Transition Systems).
A timed transition system (TTS) over the set of actions Σ ε is a tuple S = (Q, q 0 , Σ ε , −→) where:
-Q is a set of states, -q 0 ∈ Q is the initial state, -Σ ε is a finite set of actions disjoint from R ≥0 , -−→⊆ Q × (Σ ε ∪ R ≥0 ) × Q is a set of edges. If (q, e, q ′ ) ∈−→, we also write
, the value d represents a relative time stamp.
We make the following common assumptions about TTS:
A run ρ of length n ≥ 0 is a finite sequence of transitions of the form
where discrete actions alternate with (possibly null) durations. We also write this run as q d0a0...dn
is the word of Σ * obtained by concatenation of labels a 0 , . . . , a n−1 (remember that ε is the empty word).
Furthermore, a run can be safely by inserting or deleting a null duration step and splitting a duration step or merging two consecutive duration steps as long as the total duration is the same.
It is well-known that the concept of weak timed bisimilarity is central among equivalence relations between systems since, for instance, two TTS are not distinguishable by formulas of most common timed arborescent temporal logics.
Let S = (Q, q 0 , Σ ε , −→) be a TTS. We define the relation −→ >⊆ Q × (Σ ∪ R ≥0 ) × Q by:
be two TTS and ≈ be a binary relation over Q 1 × Q 2 . We write q ≈ q ′ for (q, q ′ ) ∈ ≈. ≈ is a weak timed bisimulation relation between S 1 and S 2 if:
Two TTS S 1 and S 2 are weakly timed bisimilar if there exists a weak timed bisimulation relation between S 1 and S 2 . We write S 1 ≈ W S 2 in this case.
Let C and C ′ be two classes of TTS. The next definition formalises the relative expressiveness of C and C ′ .
Definition 3 (Expressiveness w.r.t. Weak Timed Bisimilarity). The class C is more expressive than C ′ w.r.t. weak timed bisimilarity if for all
′ then C and C ′ are equally expressive w.r.t. weak timed bisimilarity, and we write C ≈ W C ′ .
Time Petri Nets
Time Petri Nets (TPN) were introduced in [15] and extend Petri Nets with timing constraints on the firings of transitions. In a TPN, a time interval is associated with each transition. An implicit clock can then be associated with each enabled transition, and gives the elapsed time since it was last enabled. An enabled transition can be fired if its clock value belongs to the interval of the transition. Furthermore, time cannot progress if time elapsing would result in leaving the interval of a transition. The following definitions formalise these principles.
Definition 4 (Labeled Time Petri Net
-P is a finite set of places; -T is a finite set of transitions with P ∩ T = ∅; -
T is the backward incidence mapping; (.)
T is the forward incidence mapping; -M 0 ∈ N P is the initial marking;
-Λ : T → Σ ε is the labeling function; -I : T → I(Q ≥0 ) associates with each transition a firing interval;
We also use • t (resp. t • ) to denote the set of places
as it is common is the literature 4 . The net of figure 1 illustrates the graphical representation of a TPN. Each transition is represented with its label and its interval. For instance transition t 1 has label λ 1 and interval [1, ∞[. 
We denote by En(M ) the set of enabled transitions in M . To decide whether a transition t can be fired, we need to know for how long it has been enabled: if this amount of time lies within the interval I(t), t can actually be fired, otherwise it cannot. On the other hand time can progress only if the enabling duration still belongs to the downward closure of the interval associated with an enabled transition. Let ν ∈ (R ≥0 )
En(M) be a valuation such that each value ν(t) is the time elapsed since transition t was last enabled. A configuration of the TPN N is a pair (M, ν). An admissible configuration of a TPN is a configuration (M, ν) s.t. ∀t ∈ En(M ), ν(t) ∈ I(t) ↓ . We let ADM(N ) be the set of admissible markings.
When defining the semantics of a TPN, three kinds of policies must be fixed.
The choice policy concerns the choice of the next event to be fired (scheduled). For TPNs (and also timed automata), this choice is non deterministic (possible alternatives use priorities, probabilities, etc.). The service policy concerns the possibility of simultaneous instances of a same event to occur. In the context of Petri nets, this is formalised by the enabling degree of a transition. Here we adopt the single-server policy (at most one instance of a firing per transition in every state). Our results could be extended to the multiple server at the price of intricate notations.
4 Whether • t (resp. t • ) stands for a vector of (N P ) T or a subset of P will be unambiguously defined by the context.
The memory policy concerns the updating of timing informations when a discrete step occurs. The key issue in the semantics is to define when to reset the clock measuring the time since a transition was last enabled. This can only happen when a transition is fired. We let ↑enabled(t ′ , M, t) ∈ B be true if t ′ is newly enabled by the firing of transition t from marking M , and false otherwise. Let M be a marking and t ∈ En(M ). The firing of t leads to a new marking 
A: The atomic semantics considers that the firing of a transition is obtained by an atomic step. The corresponding mapping ↑ enabled A (t ′ , M, t) is defined by:
The persistent atomic semantics considers that the firing of a transition is also obtained by an atomic step. The difference with the A semantics in only on the value of ↑enabled A (t ′ , M, t) when t = t ′ . The fired transition here is handled as any other one:
Note that we have the relation: (3) ⇒ (2) ⇒ (1) but as we shall see on the example this does not imply any inclusion relation between the different behaviours.
We now define the semantics of a TPN, which is parameterised by the choice of the ↑enabled predicate. 
the discrete transition relation is defined by:
↓ , the continuous transition relation is defined by:
We simply write (M, ν) w − → to emphasise that a sequence of transitions w can be fired in S N from (M, ν). If Duration(w) = 0 we say that w is an instantaneous firing sequence. The set of reachable markings of N is Reach(
A net is bounded iff there exists an integer B such that ∀M ∈ Reach(N ), ∀p ∈ P, M (p) ≤ B.
We illustrate the different semantics on the example of fig. 1 .
The intermediate semantics I, based on [4, 5] is the most common one. However, we provide two significant patterns (among other ones) of discrete event systems where the other semantics are more appropriate. Consider the net of figure 2 which models a component whose state is checked by an observer in order to react (by firing transition t). Let us emphasise that this modeling by a loop is standard in the untimed context. This observation does not interfere with the behaviour of the component using A and P A semantics while the I semantics renitialises the delay of transitions t 1 and t 2 . The subnet of fig. 3 models clients waiting for some information to be produced by a source (in 1 time unit) and then sent to every client (in a negligible time). The two firings of t are performed at the same time only with the P A semantics.
The comparison of expressive powers of the three semantics has not been investigated and is the topic of our work. 
Large inclusion results
We now establish inclusion relations between the three semantics for TPNs.
In order to alleviate the figures, transitions are filled in black when their firing interval is [0, 0] and we omit their label when equal to ε. Proof. The construction is quite easy. Let T ′ ⊆ T be the subset of transitions which have at least one input place. The set of places of N is obtained by adding to the set of places of N a new place for each transition t from N :
and the construction follows Figure 4 , from left to right. We consider the equivalence relation R which contains all pairs ((M, ν), (M , ν)) such that:
t, Λ(t), I(t)
and for all t ∈ T ′ ∩ En(M ), ν(t) = ν(t − ) if t − is enabled in M and 0 otherwise. The latter case corresponds in N to a newly enabled transition.
To prove that R is a bisimulation, we first note that, with the definition above for markings, from any configuration (M , ν), we can reach instantaneously a configuration (M 1 , ν 1 ) such that M 1 (p t ) = 0 for all t ∈ T ′ , with the firing of a (possibly empty) sequence of transitions in T + . Moreover, the relation between valuations implies that (M 1 , ν 1 ) is still equivalent to (M, ν).
Consider now a pair ((M, ν), (M , ν)) ∈ R.
with t ∈ T ′ , then from the remark above, we first fire a sequence from M to empty all places p t ′ , leading instantaneously to (M 1 , ν 1 ), which is equivalent to (M, ν). Then transition t − can be fired from (M 1 , ν 1 ), immediately followed by t + , leading to (M ′ , ν ′ ), where all places p t are empty again. Moreover, the transitions newly enabled by t + in N are exactly those which were newly enabled by t in N , so that (
-Conversely, suppose that a transition is fired from (M , ν) in N . If the transition is some t + , then the new configuration (M 1 , ν 1 ) is still equivalent to (M, ν) (as above), thus no move at all is necessary in N .
, then t can be fired from (M, ν) and the resulting The cases for a transition t ∈ T \ T ′ are straightforward. Thus R is a bisimulation. Assuming that N is bounded, the boundedness of N is mainly due to the following observation: if a place p t is unbounded in N then any input place of t is unbounded in N . Proof. Here again, the construction is simple. Note that the only difference between the two semantics concerns the question wether a transition t can newly enable itself. With atomic semantics, this is the case as soon as t is enabled in the new marking while with persistent atomic semantics, this is never possible. In order to ensure that a transition t will be newly enabled if it is enabled in the new marking, we add an input place En + t and an output place En − t to the transition, with an instantaneous loop b t leading back to En + t , once the transition has been fired. The construction is represented in Figure 5 , again from left to right.
• t, Λ(t), I(t) t, Λ(t), I(t)
We consider the equivalence relation R which contains all pairs ((M, ν), (M , ν)) such that:
for all places p in P , and -for a transition t ∈ En(M ), ν(t) = ν(t) if t is enabled in M and 0 otherwise.
Again the latter case corresponds in N to a newly enabled transition.
Like in the previous proposition, the proof is mostly based on the fact that from any configuration (M , ν), we can reach instantaneously a configuration (M 1 , ν 1 ) such that M 1 (En + t ) = 1 for all t, with the firing of a (possibly empty) sequence of transitions b t , and again (M 1 , ν 1 ) still equivalent to (M, ν). Furthermore the claim about boundedness is mainly due to the following invariants M (En
Strict inclusion
The next proposition shows that the expressive power of TPNs depends on the chosen semantics even in the bounded case.
Proposition 3. There exists a bounded TPN N with persistent atomic semantics such that no TPN (even unbounded) with atomic semantics is bisimilar to N .
Proof. Consider the following bounded TPN with P A semantics composed by a single transition t labeled by ε:
The (observable) behaviour of this net is simply to let the time elapse without reaching 1. Suppose that there is a TPN N with atomic semantics bisimilar to this TPN and let d min be the minimum of the non null upper bounds occuring in the intervals associated with the transitions of N and 0.5 (in fact any value less than 1 would be convenient).
There must be a sequence
From (M, ν), we fire or disable the transitions enabled at this configuration, which leads to a new configuration (M ′ , ν ′ ) bisimilar to some (∅, 1 − δ ′ ) with Proof. In this case, the construction of N is more involved. Like above, we show how to simulate a transition t equipped with interval [a, b], for a ≤ b (the other cases are similar). We first build a time subnet for t ( Figure 6 below), to simulate time elapsing from the last time t was enabled, until reaching (and staying inside) interval [a, b] . The token is in place start t if the transition is enabled in the initial marking. The double arrow at the end indicates that the place end t is both an input and an output place for the corresponding transition: time cannot progress. Clearly this part of the construction does not apply when the interval is not upper-closed. Now, using the fact that the TPN is bounded, we consider its upper bound B and we associate with each place p a complementary place p such that for any reachable marking M , M (p) = B − M (p). Figure 7 represents a part of the subnet (on the right) for transition t (on the left), where test 1 is the beginning of the test step for what timing updates are required by the firing of t, and M utex ensures that the updates are done (instantaneously) before anything else, as explained further. 
true [a,b] M utex test1 The corresponding subnet consists of 4 modules, one for each case, depending on wether t i can be fired or not before and after t. For this, two additional places are associated with t i : E ti , which contains a token if t i was enabled before the firing of t and N E ti its complementary place. If t i is initially enabled then E ti is initially marked otherwise N E ti is marked. This group of 4 modules has a common input place test i and a common output place test i+1 , which means that the tests are to be executed sequentially (and instantaneously), except for the last one where all outgoing transitions are linked to M utex. These places are not shown in the following figures. Case 1: transition t i is enabled both before and after firing t. To test this case, we use the simple module on the left of Figure 8 , where E ti (test before t) and p i 1 and p i 2 (test after t) are input and output places. Case 2: t i is not enabled before but enabled after firing t. The module is very similar to the previous one and is on the right of Figure 8 . Note that, in this case only, because of the PA semantics, there must be a reset on the valuation of the transition, which explains why the initial place start ti of the time module for t i is an output place.
Case 3: t i is enabled neither before nor after firing t. To test this, we must find an input place of t i , where the current number of tokens disable t i . Here is the point where the boundedness hypothesis is required. In order to perform this test, we check whether B −
• t i (p) + 1 tokens can be removed from a complementary place p. Fig. 8 . Testing transition ti: cases 1 and 2 Case 4: t i is enabled before but not after firing t. In this case, we have a module (see Figure 10 ) similar to the one above, except that we must also test for all the different configurations of the time subnet corresponding to t i , to disable the transitions by removing the tokens. It can be seen in Figure 10 that there is a transition for each pair (p, state), where p is an input place of t i and state may be either the place start ti , the pair of places (in ti , true [ai,bi] ) or the pair (end ti , true [ai,bi] ). Like above, an edge from p to a transition must be labeled with B −
• t i (p) + 1 (which is omitted in the figure) . Note that the number of states (here 3) depends on the kind of intervals but is bounded by a constant. Thus this construction is still linear w.r.t. the number of input arcs of t.
We consider the equivalence relation R containing all pairs ((M, ν), (M , ν)) such that -M in N is obtained by projection: M (p) = M (p) for each place p ∈ P , -for a transition t in T enabled by M : ν(t) = 0 if the time subnet of t is empty, ν(t) = ν(l t ) if the place start t contains a token, ν(t) = a + ν(u t ) if the place in t contains a token and ν(t) = b if the place end t contains a token. Note that in both latter cases, true [a,b] also contains a token and the transition t can be fired in N .
Also note that if M (start t ) = 1 and ν(u t ) = a, then with instantaneously firing u t , transition t can also be fired. By a development similar to the previous ones, we can show that R is a bisimulation relation. More precisely, the proof is mainly based on emptying sequences from a configuration (M , ν) of N : it is always possible to reach instantaneously a configuration (M 1 , ν 1 ) such that the 
Conclusion
Since the introduction of TPNs, numerous works have lead to verification algorithms, tool development and applications to real-time systems. In this paper, we investigated some questions relative to the expressiveness of three different semantics for TPNs. First, we presented some standard patterns of discrete event systems where the original semantics (i.e. the intermediate one) is not the most appropriate, thus showing that atomic and persistent atomics semantics could be interesting alternatives. Then we undertook a theoretical analysis of the three semantics w.r.t. weak time bisimilarity. We established a hierarchy between these semantics and proved that the P A semantics is strictly more expressive than the two other ones. Since the last result is due to non upper-closed intervals and is still valid for bounded nets, we focused our study on bounded nets with upper-closed intervals. In this last case, the three semantics are equivalent.
However, even in the restricted case we feel that P A semantics should be preferred to the other ones since the emulation of the other semantics by the P A semantics is natural whereas the reverse emulation is rather involved and yields a TPN whose readability is doubtful. Furthermore most verification techniques are based on the class graph construction which applies with the same complexity for these three semantics.
